Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe has, once again, been vindicated in his conviction that the leader of the Movement for Democratic Change, MDC, and current Prime Minister, Morgan Tsvangirai, is and has been a stooge and puppet of the Western imperialist countries, who is being used as a pawn in their political chess board to effect their “regime change” doctrine in Zimbabwe.

This time the vindication comes from the horse’s mouth – former US Ambassador to Harare, Zimbabwe, Christopher Dell. Dell had worked hard while in Zimbabwe as ambassador to “do in” President Mugabe and replace him with Tsvangirai.

A leaked confidential memo by Ambassador Dell leaves no one in doubt as to where the US and Britain, and other European countries, stand – they want President Mugabe out by all means possible. Ambassador Dell’s confidential memo, (published verbatim on pages 8 and 9) is part of the more than 250 000 US confidential diplomatic cables which WikiLeaks is splashing around the world.

The releases have sent shock waves around the world. They show that no world leader has not been spied on by the US, not even its closest allies in Europe and the Middle East. The revelations have sent the US in one of its worst damage control exercises ever mounted by Washington. But it is too little too late.

For President Mugabe, WikiLeaks’s decision to release embarrassing secret diplomatic cables has given him potent sharp ammunition to use against MDC’s leaders, who have persistently called on the Western countries not to lift sanctions on Zimbabwe “until Mugabe goes” – a demand that neatly fits in Dell’s plan “to do in Mugabe.”

ZANU-PF has long been reluctant to do business with Tsvangirai, rightly pointing out that Tsvangirai was not himself but part of a bigger scheme aimed at toppling ZANU-PF from power. While Tsvangirai has denied the connections, he has been embarrassed, more than once, by his handlers. Nearly seven years ago, former British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, embarrassed Tsvangirai when he publicly said that he was “working with Tsvangirai to bring change to Zimbabwe.” Just last year, former British Foreign Secretary, David Miliband, told all and sundry that Britain would only lift sanctions on Zimbabwe “on the advice of the MDC.”

Now here comes another lethal weapon which Zimbabweans must use to the maximum to name and shame Tsvangirai and his team. WikiLeaks simply confirmed what President Mugabe had been telling the world since 2000, that Tsvangirai was being used by the West and he is the main reason why the West has imposed stiffer sanctions on Zimbabwe.

This is a punishment meted out against Zimbabwe just because it did justice and gave meaning to its liberation struggle by claiming what truly belongs to the people – the land. Zimbabwe’s agrarian revolution has not been taken lightly by the Western countries, led by Britain and the US. But Zimbabweans went to war for land. Their independence would have meant nothing if they did not take it from those who looted it from the indigenous people. The notorious Cecil John Rhodes led that brutal land seizure campaign. When Zimbabwe started taking back its land in 2000, it was people in London and Washington who became very angry, much angrier than Zimbabweans themselves. This, indeed, is globalization at its best.

Dell’s secret memo should be seen in that context. The Western countries have been urging Tsvangirai’s supporters to confront the Zimbabwean government in the streets, having since they have dismally failed to dislodge ZANU-PF from power. While Tsvangirai has denied the connections, he has been embarrassed, more than once, by his handlers. Nearly seven years ago, former British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, embarrassed Tsvangirai when he publicly said that he was “working with Tsvangirai to bring change to Zimbabwe.” Just last year, former British Foreign Secretary, David Miliband, told all and sundry that Britain would only lift sanctions on Zimbabwe “on the advice of the MDC.”
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